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Those of a certain age might recognise 'Masquerade' as the title of a celebrated
but ultimately infamous* - book by Kit Williams that triggered not only a nationwide
hunt for a buried treasure (a golden, bejewelled hare) but also a whole new genre
of detective books that contained the clues for treasure hunts. Williams' book told
how the golden hare was carried from the moon to the sun but was lost on the way.
and in fifteen surrealist paintings he provided a fiendishly difficult cipher to its
recovery. Whether Maresa von Stockert's eponymous work of dance theatre for
Tilted Productions has anything to do with a very grown-up children's book, written
over 30 years ago, is of no consequence but they are strangely bound together not
only by their title but through a surrealist exploration of the psyche that challenges,
both in a voluntary and involuntary context, the hidden depths of human intellect.
von Stockert's 'Masquerade' begins before the audience arrives with some
performers "asleep" under duvets on the stage, a device that continues for several
minutes after the audience settles. One amusing deconstructive product of this
unusual opening was how the audience acts in unison, chatting away until at some
unclear signal everyone quietens down for several seconds before - realising that
nothing was yet starting on stage - the hubbub picks up again, only once more to
stop suddenly; thus demonstrating that a crowd of people behaves with the same
cryptic solidarity as a flock of birds!
The opening makes plain that subsequent events are the mental paraphernalia of
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